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Abstract
Shitole, Gauri V.. M Arch. The University of Memphis. August. 2012. Revitalization of the Tennessee Brewery,
Downtown Memphis.
Major Professor: James Williamson.
The objective of this thesis is to set an example of the preservation of old, vacant and architecturally rich buildings,
for cities which possess architecture worth preserving through adaptive reuse. The city of Memphis is privileged to
have a large number of buildings which are suitable for adaptive reuse.
The new program proposed through this thesis for the Tennessee Brewery will be an impetus for redevelopment
which would put the brewery back in use after three long decades and will be a key to open this magnificent architecture to the city again. The brewery that remains today was built in 1890 and is unchanged from that time. The
revitalization will help in the overall development of the neighbourhood by connecting the brewery precinct to the
Arts District. The revitalization would set an example for other abandoned buildings which are, architecturally and
culturally, a treasure which the city should preserve.

Tennessee Brewery
(Author)

Figure 1.
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Chapter 1:
Inspiration: A personal account of how the topic of revitalization of this old
brewery developed.
Coming from Mumbai, a city which has a history of over five centuries, I have always been fascinated by the wealth of knowledge our buildings hold. There is more to old buildings than the bricks
and stones they are made up of. They are made of stories. The awe of the secrets they hold, the
silence of knowledge they show, there are various questions arising from the past. The architecture
describes a time when there was noise and activity in the spaces. The stone, brick, rust and colour
narrate the history more than a history book. Yet today all that remains is the dampness in the walls
and those indistinctly audible whispers.
The character of such old buildings makes the city of Mumbai (figure 2) what it is and sets it apart
from the new construction. But in today’s age of development and construction an old building may
be of little or no value to their owners, especially if they think that money can be made by destroying the property and building a new building altogether. Cities are made from old buildings and
properties which hold the history of their past. As Jane Jacobs says, “Cities need old buildings so
badly it is probably impossible for vigorous streets and districts to grow without them. By old buildings I mean not museum-piece old buildings, not old buildings in an excellent and expensive state
of rehabilitation–although these make fine ingredients–but also a good lot of plain, ordinary, lowvalue old buildings, including some rundown old buildings” (Jacobs, 1961, p. 187).
Preserving our history has always been an inspirational subject to improve our quality of life
today and in the future by learning from our built and cultural heritage. The background of Mumbai
inspires me to strive and take steps to preserve the rich architectural heritage of the city of Memphis. The most important intent of this thesis is to bring the magnificent architecture back to use.
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Figure 2.

Mumbai downtown
(http://www.google.co.in/imgres?q=mumbai-city-.htm)
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Chapter 2:
Thesis Statement

Thesis Question:

“For, indeed, the greatest glory of a building is not in its stones, not in its gold. Its glory is in its Age, and in that deep

What could be the potential use of the building and the design solution

sense of voicefulness, of stern watching, of mysterious sympathy, nay, even of approval or condemnation, which we feel in

to bring back the sense of place, pride of the past and an economic

walls that have long been washed by the passing waves of humanity.” -- John Ruskin, British art critic (Ruskin, 1849)

revitalization in the present for this historically significant building left
vacant for three decades?

The Tennessee Brewery (figure 1) sits atop the river bluff near the South Main Arts District in the city of Memphis, Tennessee. The structure has been abandoned for more than three decades now. Cheaper building costs have pushed the
majority of the new construction projects into the suburbs, giving rise to sub-urban sprawl. This leaves the existing building
infrastructure unused. To avoid this, is it feasible to use the existing infrastructure and reuse the buildings in downtown?
Can the existing infrastructure be used while preserving the social and historical character of the building? The Tennessee Brewery is one of many abandoned buildings in the city of Memphis. Built in 1890, the brewery’s Romanesque Revival
architecture and magnificent views to the river are a historical treasure.
The potential use of the building needs to be determined. The owner of the building Kevin Norman, proposes a living
and working space for artists. “Norman and a local group of artists aptly called “ArtBrew” have banded together with a
plan for the brewery. They want to turn it into an affordable living/work space for artists, complete with performance and
exhibition space, arts-friendly commercial and retail space, and arts education and outreach programs for the community”
(LaBroad, 2003). “Artists are really priced out of the downtown market, and that’s a shame. We’re hoping to remedy that
situation. The price of rent will probably be comparable to getting a studio loft in midtown. There are a couple of artists’
cooperatives in midtown in such raw spaces, and they’re just making do with what they have. This would put a solid roof
over their heads and offer them a permanent home to begin to develop and grow”,says ArtBrew member Michael Eck in
the Memphis Flyer article called “Free Art Tomorrow” (as cited in Phillips, 2003). John Lawrence, Director of Planning
with the Downtown Memphis Commission (DMC) says mixing retail, office, and residential is what is most encouraged for
downtown. “Having everything an individual needs in one location cuts down on the need for automobile transportation and
simplifies living” (Wilkins, 2001).
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Importance of Historic Preservation in Memphis

Tourism is one of Memphis’s top revenue producers (Memphis Heritage, 2003). According to Forbes magazine, Memphis is one of the top cities to visit on weekends (Donahoe,
2011). Memphis is incomplete without Graceland, Victorian Village, Beale Street, and the
Civil Rights Museum. These cultural and historic attractions (figure 3) give the city its own
distinct flavour. Heritage tourism accounts for 24% of all visits to Memphis (Memphis Landmarks Commission, 2003). This set of visitors is attracted by the vast number of historic
properties the city possesses. Memphis has been striving hard to preserve and redevelop
such properties. There have been a number of organizations like Memphis Heritage, Crosstown Arts, and Victorian Village Inc. who are encouraging Memphians to preserve the treasures of Memphis.
“The residential growth in downtown confirms the need for urban living in the area. The
compact, pedestrian-friendly downtown area is attracting a diverse group including recent
college graduates, working singles and couples, retirees and even traditional families. The
historic buildings, the Mississippi River and the amenities like the trolley attract people towards downtown. Preservationists worry about the disintegrating buildings in downtown, the
vacant houses in midtown, and the closed historic museums that belong to the city” (Johnson, 2001). However, Memphis is one of the top cities in the United States for the number of
properties it has on the National Register of Historic Places (Kelley, 2010).

Figure 3.

Endangered historic properties in Memphis
(http://downtownmemphisdownload.blogspot.com)
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Chapter 3:
Site Surroundings

TENNESSEE
BREWERY

The Tennessee Brewery building stands at the intersection of Butler and Tennessee streets in
Memphis, Tennessee. It is on a 0.92 acre lot directly on the bluff overlooking the Mississippi River
(figures 4-5). The original building, varying from one to six stories, occupies approximately 0.52
acre and the remaining portion of the lot is vacant land on the north. “The current owners have completed extensive work to stabilize the structural integrity of the building. Additionally, they have had
several professional reports on the site including a Phase 1 Environmental Report, Structural Evaluation, Concrete Sampling, and Exterior Masonry Evaluation. Zoning currently allows new construction to a height of eight stories “ (Rasberry, 2012).
Figure 4.

Location of site in downtown Memphis
(www.bing.com)

“To the north, is the entrance to Butler Park and the Bluff Walk including several single-family
homes within the South Bluffs Planned Development. To the south, is a warehouse building converted to condominiums, known as The Lofts. It is a six-story building that is adjacent to the brewery
separated by an alley. To the east, more redevelopment exists in the form of a five-story residential
condominium known as City House. To the west, more single-family homes in the South Bluffs
Planned Development abut the site, separated by a brick wall” (Saliba, 2006, p. 14).
Most of the surrounding buildings are residential. The Tennessee Brewery and the vacant lots
adjacent are in walking distance from the residential lots. The residential area to the north and west
suggest uses such as a park, restaurant, and health club. The surrounding buildings like The Lofts
condominiums and several others to the south and east are good examples of adaptive reuse in
Memphis. The site is well connected to the South Main Arts District on the east which suggests a
connection with the artist community. Being in a residential sector, attracting tourists is a challenge,
especially from the South Main Arts District and the riverside.

Figure 5.

Location of site in downtown Memphis
(http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com)
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Surrounding Site: Zoning
(Downtown Memphis Commission, 2006)

South Main Historic District/ South Main Extended
Mix of uses including residential, institutional, and commercial. Prohibited
uses include adult entertainment, surface parking and drive through windows.
Maximum height is 8 stories or 90 feet.

Tennessee Brewery

Bluff view Residential
All types of residential uses are allowed with the exception of
mobile homes.
Commercial uses only allowed on the ground floor.
Minimum height requirement of 2 stories.
Maximum height requirement of 8 stories or 90 ft.
Figure 6.

South Downtown Business Improvement District

South End Extended Zoning
(http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com)

A mix of commercial and industrial uses.
No maximum density.

The zoning of the site of the Tennessee Brewery (figure 6) allows mixed use development of

Maximum height of 4 stories.

up to eight stories. The surrounding area is mixed use with residential zoning on the north
and west. Towards the east which is designated as industrial are warehouses left vacant

Gateway Commercial District

now. The site acts as a transition between the residential area to the west and north and the

Higher density residential, office, institutional, and commercial uses.

large scale mixed use adaptive reuse properties to the south and the east.

Maximum height is 50 feet.
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South End Extended Land Use
Current uses within the South End Extended (figure 7) area are mixed and there are approximately 42 acres of vacant land. Uses near the South Main Arts District include special-

Tennessee Brewery

ity shops, eateries, art galleries and residential uses. Industrial uses become more prevalent nearing Crump Street (Downtown Memphis Commission, 2006).
The land use and zoning suggests opportunities for people visiting from the neighbouring residential sectors to uses such as a park, restaurant or health club. The streets in the
neighborhood are pedestrian friendly and the proximity of the Bluff Walk to the north suggest an opportunity to bring in tourists from the north of the site. The proximity of the South
Main Arts District and Memphis College of Arts points to the connection with the artist community. The Arts District to the east and views of the river to the west can be a good opportunity for artists’ studios.
The areas south seem to have weaker connections with the site since for the most part it
is industrial land or vacant lots.
Figure 7.

South End Extended Land Use
(http://www.downtownmemphiscommission.com)

Commercial
Industrial
Mixed Use
Commercial
Vacant
Residential
Parking
Transportational
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Chapter 4:
About the Brewery
The brewery was originally established in 1877 by G.H. Herbers

65,720 square feet (6,106 meter square) property was ap-

as The Memphis Brewing Company. In 1885, it was bought by J.

praised in 2005 at $248,600”, wrote Andy Meek in the Daily

W. Schorr, Casper Koehler, and associates, and soon became one

News (Meek, 2005).

of the largest breweries of the era (Flemmons, 2003).

Kevin Norman and ArtBrew have selected the Minneapolis-

“The 113-year-old Tennessee Brewery, which was added to the

based Artspace Projects, Inc. for converting the building into

National Register of Historic Places in 1980, has seen good times

space for artists. “Artspace is a non-profit organization with a

and bad. In 1900, the brewery was owned by John Schorr and

successful track record for helping groups like ArtBrew obtain

was said to be the largest in the South, pumping out up to 250,000

funding for these kinds of historic renovations. They function

barrels of Goldcrest beer a day. In 1999, it was at the center of an

essentially as a real-estate developer, pulling funding from

environmental court case that could have resulted in its demolition

historic tax credits, affordable-housing tax credits, charitable

had current owner Kevin Norman not stepped in. He purchased

foundations, and corporate donations as well as traditional bank

the crumbling landmark after the previous owners refused to make

financing. After the funding is in place, Artspace will either co-

necessary repairs to prevent its destruction” (LaBoard, 2003).

own the building with a local partner like ArtBrew or step down

The brewery building which remains today was built in 1890.

entirely, depending on what the artist collective has in mind. Art-

The owner has done some renovations to the building to keep it

space often retains a general-manager status for several years

intact, but no major alterations have been done to the building

to ensure the project is fulfilling its mission as an artist commu-

since then. There have been several plans in the past to convert

nity” (Phillips, 2003).

the building into residences or shopping malls, but none of them
worked.
“The Tennessee Brewery is currently owned by The Tennessee Brewery LLC. It was transferred to Brewery Tennessee LLC in

Figure 8.

1995 from Marvin Ratner. Brewery Tennessee LLC sold the property for $350,000 to The Tennessee Brewery LLC in 1999. The
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The brewery Closed its door to the city in 1954
(Author)

Tennessee Brewery through the Years
(Patterson, 2011)

Figure 9.

Figure 10.

3D Illustrations of the proposed condos by Guy Rizzo
and Co.- East elevation
(Gordon Follmer & Guy Rizzo)

3D Illustrations of the proposed condos by Guy Rizzo
and Co.- East elevation
(Gordon Follmer & Guy Rizzo)

1877: The Memphis Brewing Company is established, bringing the

1981: The scrap-metal business moves out and sells the

first beer production to Memphis.

building to Larry Bloch and Alvin Lazarov.

1885: John Schorr, Caspar Koehler and Peter Saussenthaler buy

1992: The unoccupied building serves as the set for the

the Memphis Brewing Company for $18,000 and expand under the

movie “Trespass,” starring Ice-T and featuring Ice Cube.

auspices of the Tennessee Brewing Company.

1999: With the threat of demolition imminent, Kevin Nor-

1906: The brewery introduces two new beer brands: Goldcrest and

man buys the property and spends hundreds of thousands

Faultless.

of dollars to bring it up to code.

1919: Upon ratification on Jan. 16 by the legislatures of 36 states,

2001: An idea to convert the building into art space gains

the 18th Amendment ushers in Prohibition. The brewery distributes

traction, but falls apart by 2003.

NIB (non- intoxicating beverage) and Near Beer to stay open.

2006: Guy Rizzo and Co. present a $50 million plan to con-

1928: Because of Prohibition, production is halted indefinitely.

vert the brewery into condos, including a fourteen-storey

1933: Prohibition is repealed. The brewery begins production of

addition. With much local opposition to the high-rise, the

“Old New Goldcrest.”

plan falls apart (figures 9 and 10).

1954: After bleeding cash for several years, due largely to the ad-

2012: The brewery is still owned by Mr. Kevin Norman.

vent of national television advertising and the popularity of brands

Plans to redevelop this building are at a stand still since

like Budweiser, the brewery closes.

2006.

1955: A. Karchmer & Son Inc., A scrap-metal company, buys the
building and occupies the first floor long after all the equipment
inside is sold.
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Brewery Time Line
View of John W. Schorr’s
House on Butler Avenue with
the office of the brewery next
door (figure 15).

Figure 11.

Figure 13.

Figure 15.

View of the brewery in 1890- All buildings of the complex
are built in Romanesque Revival style.
(Flemmons, 2003)

View of the site in 2012- The buildings on the Butler Avenue remain.
(www.bing.com)

View of John W. Schoor’s house
(Flemmons, 2003)

Office buildings of the Memphis Brewing Co. on Butler Avenue in 1954 (figure 16). The
Romanesque Revival style
older buildings were demolished in 1963.

Figure 12.

Figure 14.

Figure 16.

View of the brewery in 1993- The north wing of the brewery is demolished and buildings on the Butler Avenue
are re-built in modern style.
(Flemmons, 2003)

View of the brewery site in 2006- The buildings on the Butler Avenue were
demolished.
(www.googleearth.com)

View of Butller Ave. in 1954
(Flemmons, 2003)
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Chapter 5:
The Existing Building

Bottling Building
Store
Tn. Brewing Co. Office

The original brewery building had a bottling section at the north side. The plans from 1941 (figures 17-18)

Wash House

show the different sections of the brewery when it was in use. The plans were drawn by architect Joe Wallace

Brewery Building

in 1941. The bottling building, the wash house and the brewery building were three different parts of a single
structure. The bottling and wash house sections were removed from the original building on the north side.

Figure 17.

Original Site Plan
(Architect Joe T. Wallace)

The buildings on Butler Avenue once the offices for the brewery and were demolished in 1963. John Schoor’s
house on Butler Avenue sat next to the offices (figure 15). The brewery originally started on this site before its
expansion on Tennessee Street. Now all that remains of the original complex is the main brewery building.
The existing building is a five-story structure with exterior walls of load bearing masonry and a steel structural system on the interior. The steel structural system is sound enough for the new use. The Phase One
Environmental Survey done by the owner of the brewery suggested that the building is structurally sound
(Rasberry, 2012). The structure is divided into three wings from south to north (figure 18).The south section of
the building, wing 1, has a vertical circulation atrium with skylight at the east end (figure 19) and has a single
double height story at the west end (figure 18). The second wing is the tower-like structure in the center of the

Figure 18.
Original Building Floor plan
(Architect Joe T. Wallace)

building which accommodates the original elevator of the brewery. The area marked as no. 4 in figure 18 is
the courtyard which was previously covered with metal roofing. The structural truss that supported the roof is
still existing in the courtyard. The west facing courtyard overlooks the river, beyond an eight foot masonry wall.

1 Atrium with old staircase

The third wing which is at the northern end is six stories tall at the east and four at the west. The slab to slab

2 Elevator Tower

height at the north end varies from seventeen feet on the first, to only eleven feet on the third and fourth floor.

3 Storage Vats

According to the Structural Analysis carried out by the owner, this wing is the weakest and the reports suggest

4 Courtyard

that this wing should be torn down in order to avoid the expense of repairing the internal walls and structure
which is about to fail. The north wall of the wing has no openings since it was connected to the wash house in

Figure 19.
Site Plan
(Architect Joe T. Wallace)

the early years of beer making. As seen in figure 19, the floor slab levels of the three wings do not match and
are connected with staircases at every floor.
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Existing Features: Exterior
The entrance to the building is from Tennessee Street on the east. The Tennessee
Brewery remains the most recognized landmark building in the South Main area in an
enviable location amidst a major redevelopment in the area. The building’s location is
further enhanced by the trolley line adjacent to the site (figure 20), within easy walking
distance from a number of area attractions including the Mississippi River Bluff Walk
directly to the north, and with a commanding view of the Mississippi River from its upper
Figure 20.

View Looking South
of Tennessee Street
(Author)

Figure 21.

View Looking North
of Tennessee Street
(Author)

Figure 22.

Alleyway between the Brewery
and the Loft’s Building
(Author)

floors. Tennessee Street has a very human scale with respect to the size of the buildings
and the narrow street width. For most of the time, it is shaded by the massive buildings
along Tennessee Street. On the south of the brewery, there is a narrow alley between the
Lofts Building and the brewery building (figure 22). This alley acts as the service access
for both the buildings. The eastern facade of the building (figure 21) is the most intricate
in terms of the number of arched window openings. This arrangement features complex
window sill and lintel heights. This facade is the also the image of the brewery that is
most historically recognized by the residents of the city.
The courtyard is the central feature of the building when you enter through wing 2. The

Figure 23.

View of the courtyard
(Author)

Figure 24.

Wing 3 fourth floor
(Author)

old rusted steel trusses still span the courtyard. Its central position allows all spaces in
the building look into it (figure 23). The third wing at the north is four stories tall, but the
fourth floor no longer has a roof over it. The current owner has added additional steel
bracing to the free standing existing wall. Thus the new steel bracing, along with the existing row of columns and the old facade with original window openings, frame a magnificent view to the river on the west side (figure 24).
The building has several roof terraces (figures 25-26) which have a view towards both

Figure 25.

West facade
(Author)

downtown and the river. The roof top at the third wing on the north has a view of the city,
Figure 26.

Roof top terrace wing 3
(Author)

while those in the first and second wing look towards the river.
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Over the last 30 years, trespassers have

Existing Features: Interiors

covered the walls with graffiti. Creative minds
The interior of the brewery building has an old rustic industrial look with old steel beams and col-

have gravitated to the haunting structure for
decades, and the space is sporadically rented

umns and natural light coming from the arched windows. The first wing has the atrium at the east end

for parties, theatre performances and film

(figure 30). This atrium is one of the most spatially intriguing elements in the brewery. But, this four-

shoots (Spearman, 2011).

story atrium with ornamental metal staircase is one of the most difficult elements in the building to reconcile with modern building codes and spatial use patterns. “The things that saved the building (from

Figure 27.

Interior walls with graffiti
(http://www.commercialappeal.com/
photos/galleries/abandoned-memphistennessee-brewery/42379/)

demolition) may be the things that prevent it from being used again,” said Kenn Flemmons, who wrote
a book about the Tennessee Brewing Company (Flemmons, 2008). The skylight at the existing atrium
A scrap metal company moved into the brew-

floods it with warm light throughout the day adding to its beauty (figure 30).

ery once it closed and sold all of the original

The west end of the first wing is a double height space with a monitor roof and skylights (figure 31).

equipment, but the intricate and historic iron-

The west light coming from the arched windows and the double height space creates a warm ambi-

work, evidenced throughout the Romanesque

ence in the interior. The third wing is the weakest structurally (figure 32). To avoid expensive restruc-

Revival structure, remains (Spearman, 2011).

turing of the exterior wall, it is proposed that it would have a new structural system inside the existing
shell and facade.

Figure 28.

Metal work inside the brewery
(http://www.commercialappeal.com/
photos/galleries/abandoned-memphis-tennessee-brewery/42379/)

The atrium is one of the most beautiful parts
of the interior of the brewery. The intricate iron
railing and the columns are highlighted by the
natural light coming in through the skylight
above (Spearman, 2011).

Figure 29.

The existing Atrium
(http://www.commercialappeal.com/
photos/galleries/abandoned-memphistennessee-brewery/42379/)

Figure 30.
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Existing Atrium
(Author)

Figure 31.

Wing 1 West end
(Author)

Figure 32.

Wing 3 at North
(Author)

Chapter 6:
Developing a New Program for the Tennessee Brewery

River Side Restaurant
This panoramic view of the Memphis skyline
can be seen from the roof of the Tennessee

What could be the new use for the brewery? What is most encouraged for downtown?

Brewing Company, which would be a unique

The new program for the building is based on the analysis of the what the city prefers for this

place for a roof top restaurant. The restau-

location in Downtown Memphis. The proposed program is an outcome of this analysis and

rant would be a good use given the residen-

the vision of its owner.
Tourism / Boutique Hotel

Figure 35.

Memphis estimates 4 million people

Figure 33.

Memphis Tourism
(http://www.google.co.in/url?source=imgl
anding&ct=img&q=http://www.cityofmem)

View of Downtown from roof of the brewery
(Author)

tial neighborhood surrounding.
Microbrewery and Brewery Museum

visit the city each year. A boutique hotel

The visitors can learn details about the hey-

within the brewery can be a luxury ac-

day of the beer brewing industry in Memphis

commodation for these visitors close to

since the late 1800s, its history and the art

attractions.

of industrial beer brewing. It would tell the
stories of the largest beer making company

Tourism / Beer Culture-Brewery Mu-

of the South during the past century.

seum
Memphis has cultural hubs like the

Figure 36.

Beer Museum
(http://www.google.co.inurl?source=ibdyZsmnw)

Cannon Center, Orpheum, Ballet

Artist’s living and working spaces

Memphis and Opera Memphis. Sports

The building’s proximity to the existing artis-

centers with Grizzlies, Redbirds, and

tic community of the South Main Arts District

University of Memphis Basketball. The

reinforces the feasibility of Artists’ living and

river, 300 acres of green space and

working spaces.

parkland for recreation. The Tennessee Brewing Co. was part of a “beer
Figure 34.

Memphis Tourism- Beale Street
(http://www.bestwesternmemphis.
com/images/Memphis-BealeStreetb.jpg)

culture” in Memphis and a Beer Museum in its building would reflect that

Figure 37.

culture.
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South Main Arts District, Memphis
(http://www.google.co.in/imgres?q=South+main+a
rts+district&um)

Physical Connections with the Site
Figure 38.

The location of the site plays an important role in determining the new program. The site is two

Connecting with South Main Arts
District
(Author)

blocks away from the South Main Arts District which is a hub for the city’s artists (figure 38). The artists’ living spaces in the brewery will serve as an extension to the arts district on Tennessee Street.
The addition of artists’ spaces gives the artists of the city an affordable place to work in downtown
Memphis while still being a part of the mainstay of the arts community in the city. The patrons visiting the other programmed spaces will get a chance of interacting with these artists. The artists living
and working in the same place, and being part of the facility which has several different users crossing paths throughout the day, can increase the art consciousness of visitors in the city.
The Memphis College of Art Graduate School recently opened on South Main. The new graduate school offers courses in sculpture, painting and other fine arts; and the location of the college is

Figure 39.

suitable being in the heart of an arts district of the city. The new program for the brewery includes a

Connecting with Memphis College of
Art
(Author)

dormitory for the students from the Memphis College of Art which gives them a chance to live and
work with the city’s artists. The location of these dorms can be on the site close to the MCA which
is the original site of the brewery office, the first building of the Tennessee Brewing Company. This
connection can help promote the relationship between academic and professional groups of the
arts community (figure 39).
The brewery is one block away from the Downtown Farmer’s Market (figure 40). There is a warehouse next to the market site which is a music venue where concerts are held on a regular basis.

Figure 40.

The proximity of social event areas increases the opportunities for tourists and local people to fre-

Connecting with Memphis Farmer’s
Market and Music Hub
(Author)

quent the brewery which will have places for tourists to visit or for the local patrons to eat or relax.
The site is surrounded by blocks of residential units, as seen in the land use diagram (figure 7). The
addition of the health club in the brewery will give the residents around the site and be a part of the
facility which also has a restaurant, a microbrewery or a park.
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Chapter 7:
Precedent Studies- The American Brewery,
Baltimore, Maryland
•The American Brewery is an historic former brewery located at 1700 North Gay Street in Baltimore,
Maryland, United States (National Register Information System, 2010).
•The project consists of two phases: the Brewhouse and the Bottle Building.
•The Brewhouse (figure 41), a 30,000-square-feet (2,800 m2) building that once served as
the main brewing facility, is transformed into Humanim’s Baltimore headquarters (Humanim).
• Humanim is a 35-year old Maryland-based social and human services provider that has delivered
programs and services in East Baltimore for the last 20 years (Humanim).
Figure 41.

American Brewery front facade
(http://www.google.co.in/imgres?q=TH
E+AMERICAN+BREWERY,+BALTIM
ORE,+MARYLAND)

Figure 42.

Bottom of the fermentation tank
(http://www.google.co.in/imgres?q=TH
E+AMERICAN+BREWERY,+BALTIM
ORE,+MARYLAND)

• The Bottle Building, a 60,000-square-foot (5,600 m2) c. 1937 industrial building will be converted
into a center for organizations working in community arts, community services and small business
development (Humanim).

Design Informing Elements
•The bottom of a massive fermenting tank has been adapted to provide an inverted dome for a
computer nook, which nestles behind a massive curve of metal that once helped support the tank
and is now carved into a decorative divider (figure 42); (Gardner,2010).
•An industrial addition was added to the back of the 1887 building in the 1930’s to shelter another giant tank that now provides soaring head space above a cafeteria area (figure 43); (Gardner,2010).
•Reused materials and elements from the building form the core design concept for each interior
Figure 43.

American Brewery back facade
(http://www.google.co.in/imgres?q=TH
E+AMERICAN+BREWERY,+BALTIM
ORE,+MARYLAND)

Figure 44.

Bottom of the Hop’s Storage converted
into elevator shaft
(http://www.google.co.in/imgres?q=THE+
AMERICAN+BREWERY,+BALTIMORE,+
MARYLAND)

space.
•The old hops storage is converted into elevator shaft (figure 44).
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Precedent Studies- The Pabst Brewery,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
•The Brew House (figures 45-46), a 39,200 square foot, four-story, features a three-story
rectangular atrium, stained glass window and six historic copper brew kettles complete with
stainless steel vessels (The Brewery Project LLC, 2007).
•The ground floor space has a series of masonry archways. This building and the Mill House
will be redeveloped into a 90 room hotel called The Brew house Inn & Suites (The Brewery
Figure 45.

The facade of the Brew House- Old
(http://www.thebrewerymke.com/photos/
index.htm#_self)

Figure 46.

Facade of the Brew House- Proposed
(http://www.thebrewerymke.com/photos/
index.htm#_self)

Project LLC, 2007)
•The hotel also has ground floor retail space.

Sustainability features (2007 The Brewery Project LLC):
•Preservation of historic buildings
•Existing building reuse, recycling of construction demolition materials
•Contamination abatement
•Landscaping
Figure 47.

Old wooden interior structure
(http://www.thebrewerymke.com/photos/
index.htm#_self)

Figure 48.

Renovated office area
(http://www.thebrewerymke.com/photos/
index.htm#_self)

•Pocket parks
•Centralized parking

Design Informing Features
•The original wooden structure of the old storage area of the brew house is redesigned to be used
as office space by reusing the old wooden trusses (figures 47-48).
•The grand staircase at the entrance of the old brew house is proposed by the developer to remain
and be used as the grand lobby area for the new Boutique Hotel (figure 49).
•The three storey rectangular atrium has a skylight which filters in light at all three levels (figure 50).
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Figure 49.

The grand staircase in the Brew House
(http://www.thebrewerymke.com/photos/
index.htm#_self)

Figure 50. Atrium in the Brew House
(http://www.thebrewerymke.com/photos/index.htm#_self)

Precedent Studies- The Pearl Brewery- The Culinary Institute of America,
San Antonio, Texas
Figure 51.
Front facade of the Culinary Institute
(http://www.ciachef.edu/images/
userImages/d_davies/Page_6005/lg_
SACampus.jpg)

Lake I Flato Architects created a master plan to transform a 26-acre abandoned brewery site into a
vibrant mixed-use development on the San Antonio River just north of downtown (figures 51-53). The
existing site is predominantly industrial and after being abandoned for years, the site has achieved a new
meaning in the urban context of San Antonio’s river-side area. The former Pearl Brewery is being transformed from a historic brewery into a culinary and cultural gathering place where you can eat, live, learn
and play on the banks of the San Antonio River (City of San Antonio Office of Cultural Affairs, 2012).
Building features (City of San Antonio Office of Cultural Affairs, 2012):
•The building contains the new Culinary Institute of America, 6 apartments, 2 penthouses, and lease

Figure 52.
Rear facade of the Culinary Institute
(http://www.ciachef.edu/images/
userImages/d_davies/Page_6005/lg_
SACampus.jpg)

space for both retail and office uses.
•In addition, the building contains a 320-car parking garage which will be completely hidden from view.
This is accomplished by placing the building’s programmed areas in front of the garage and by the use of
architectural screens.
•The style of this new brick building is sympathetic to the existing Beaux Arts Brew House and the other
industrial style buildings within the development.
•The placement of the building and the articulation of the building facades will create a lively, humanscaled series of outdoor spaces.
Design Informing elements from these precedent studies
•The new program for the brewery is mostly mixed use.
•Most of them have boutique hotel for the old brew house which is architecturally significant.
•Use of old brewing equipment, kettles, tanks, etc.
•Clear contrast between the new built and old brick/stone. The new built has a significance to the neigh-

Figure 53.

The Culinary Institute
(http://www.ciachef.edu/images/userImages/d_davies/Page_6005/lg_
SACampus.jpg)

bourhood.
•The old architectural character, mostly Romanesque Revival architecture, of the older buildings retained.
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Chapter 8:
Precedent Studies- Materials Inspiration
THE WATERHOUSE AT SOUTH BUND BOUTIQUE HOTEL, SHANGHAI, CHINA

CRUSCH ALBA BY GUS WÜSTEMANN, BARCELONA
•The original, uneven condition of the stone walls,
plastering and ceiling have been retained and protected by a layer of varnish (figures 55-58).
•The original roof is kept as it is with a finish of varnish and paint (figure 59).
•The old and new is separated by a band of white
light.
Figure 59.

THE LOUNGE AT BLATZ CONDOS,MILWAUKEE
Figure 54.

Figure 55.

Figure 56.

• Old beer bottles are reused for door panels which

Exterior the Waterhouse
(http://static.dezeen.com/
uploads/2010/09/dzn_TheWaterHouse-at-South-Bundby-NHDRO-3.jpg)

Entrance lobby
(http://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2010/09/
dzn_The-WaterHouse-at-South-Bund-byNHDRO-3.jpg)

Entrance lobby
(http://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2010/09/dzn_The-WaterHouse-atSouth-Bund-by-NHDRO-3.jpg)

lets warm yellow light filter into the space (figure 60).

Old roof finished with varnish and paint
(http://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2009/09/dzncruschalbasq04.jpg)

The vacant Japanese army
headquarters in Shanghai
is transformed into a hotel,
maintaining the building’s
stripped concrete and brick
walls while adding a new
Corten steel extension on
Figure 57.

Figure 58.

the roof (figure 54) (De-

Juxtaposition of old and
new
(http://static.dezeen.
com/uploads/2010/09/
dzn_The-WaterHouseat-South-Bund-by-NHDRO-3.jpg)

Hotel Rooms with old facade
(http://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2010/09/dzn_
The-WaterHouse-at-South-Bund-by-NHDRO-3.jpg)

zeen, 2010).
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Design Informing features:
•Clear contrast of what is old and new.
•Additional structural elements for the bracing of old
walls.
•Exposed brick and concrete from the old facade is
untouched.

Figure 60.
Beer bottle wall
(http://www.google.co.in/url?source=imglandi
ng&ct=img&q=http://g-cdn.apartmenttherapy.
com/)

Precedent Studies- Materials Inspiration
THE UTAH MUSEUM OF HISTORY

THE BUDDHIST TEMPLE, THAILAND

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

•Bottles given their individual character are used like bricks giving an uneven organic character to
Figure 62.
Copper changing its
color.
(http://static.
dezeen.com/uploads/2011/12/
dezeen_NaturalHistory-Museum-ofUtah-by-EnneadArchitects_2a.jpg)

the wall.
•These bottles used as brick for the walls of the entire temple form an intricate pattern with different colored bottles (figures 64-65).

Figure 63.
Copper changing its
color.
(http://static.
dezeen.com/uploads/2011/12/
dezeen_NaturalHistory-Museum-ofUtah-by-EnneadArchitects_2a.jpg)
Figure 61.

Figure 64.

Wall made of beer bottles
(http://t0.gstatic.comimages?q=tbn)

Figure 65.

COPPER BEER VESSELS IN A BREWERY MUSEUM

Copper facade
(http://static.dezeen.com/uploads/2011/12/
dezeen_Natural-History-Museum-of-Utah-byEnnead-Architects_2a.jpg)

•Copper panels constitute the skin of the building, extending from the building’s facade at
angles that reference the geophysical processes that created the metal (figures 61-63); (Dezeen, 2011).
•Panels of copper-zinc alloy enhance the subtle variegation of the copper’s natural patina.
The standing seam copper facade is articulated in horizontal bands of various heights to emulate geological stratification on the building skin (Dezeen, 2011).
•Shimmering copper panels wrap the upper floors of the five-storey building, above a base of
concrete and glazing (Dezeen, 2011).

Figure 66.

Figure 67.

Beer vessels in the museum
(http://t0.gstatic.comimages?q=tbn)

Beer vessels in the museum
(http://t0.gstatic.comimages?q=tbn)
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Exterior wall of the Buddhist temple
(http://t0.gstatic.comimages?q=tbn)

Chapter 9:
The Proposed Program for the Tennessee Brewery

Second Floor

Fourth Floor

Beer Museum

Boutique Hotel

Breakfast lobby overlook-

Museum gallery space

3620 History of the build-

Boutique Hotel breakfast area

Beer tasting/ Gift shop

2000 ing and the Ten-

Conference room/Multipurpose 2260

seum and microbrewery

see Brewery based on research of the site and its surroundings,

Museum Archives

480

Boutique Hotel service

downstairs in the existing

the need for such facilities in this section of Downtown Memphis,

Museum Office

1050 Co.

Artists’ Living area

and the owner’s vision for the building.

Restrooms

740

Sculpture Workshop/Studio

2940

The workshop and garden

Facility

Artists’ Living area

Sculpture garden

5840

is the point of interaction

The new program is an outcome of the analysis for the Tennes-

Sq. Ft. Area

First Floor

3930 Rooms with small-

Living area

Restaurant
Seating- Interior

2400

Seating- Exterior

570

Kitchen and Service

810

Entrance Atrium (New Atrium)

Addresses the residential area on the north
and west.

nessee Brewing

2000

1430

atrium.

Boutique Hotel

•Total Number of units:

er private studio

Museum balcony

7 double rooms

spaces which look

Fifth Floor

•Area of each unit: 550 Sq.Ft.

into the studios

Health Center

between the museum pa565

Lobby

1970 below.

Reception

745

Common point of en-

Meeting room

450

Juice Bar

2190

2195

trance with views to the

Third Floor

Gymnasium

1710

Multistory Atrium

1360

existing courtyard.

Boutique Hotel

Sauna-Steam

240

With northern light and

Boutique Hotel rooms

Restrooms

420

6080 Hotel rooms with

Studio 1

2340

double height pockets

•Total number of rooms: 12

existing walls and

Pool Bar

1600

Studio 2

1245

and visible from the

•Area of each hotel room:

double height

Store/Service

700

Service and lobby

970

New Atrium.

590 Sq. Ft.

spaces in some

Pool and Pool Deck

1310
68375

Microbrewery
Lobby/Keg display

710

Seating interior

2500

Visible from the New

Seating- Exterior

530

Atrium and display of

Brewing area and Bar

2340

the beer making equip-

Kitchen/ Storage

1500

ment.

trons and artists.

Views from pool, pool bar,

Entrance Lobby

Studio Spaces for Artists

ing the hotel lobby, mu-

juice bar to the river and
downtown. Independent of
the other facilities on the
previous floors.

Corridor

2250 rooms.

Total

Front desk/Lobby

550

The proposed built-up area differs from the existing which was

Hotel office

685

65,720 square feet, due to the addition of floor space not included

Hotel service

1250

in the existing building. For instance, the exterior courtyard was
converted into the new atrium. Also, the tower originally included a
sixth story that was removed to provide a double height space.
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Chapter 10:
Design Solution: Proposed Site Plan
The new facility is connected to the east side of Tennessee Street with the artist’s gallery. This connection marks the original site where the brewery was started in 1877. The site consists of a Memphis College of Art dormitory for its graduate students. The Graduate Program was recently started on South Main,

LOFTS BUILDING

which is two blocks east of this site. The MCA dormitory and the gallery, where the work of the artists and

PARKING GARAGE

students will be displayed for both exhibition and retail, will border an open area to accommodate an art
bazaar. The connection of the gallery over the Tennessee Street with the brewery building and dormitory

PARK

on the other side relates to the overhead bridge adjacent to the brewery at the Lofts Building (figures 6870).
The first floor of the Memphis College of Art dormitory has alley ways between each of its building
spaces which creates an urban street-scape for the people on Butler Avenue and Tennessee Street. The
second floor wraps around Tennessee Street and Butler Street and extends over to the brewery building
to become the gallery. The gallery is connected to the artists’ living and working spaces on the second
floor of the Tennessee brewery.

Figure 68.
Aerial view of the proposed site
(Author)

The park to the north side of the brewery building (figure 10) consists of the cafe which can be acFigure 69.

cessed from Tennessee Street as well as the bluff walk on the west. The bluff walk is the connection of

Site Section
(Author)

the brewery to the residential sector on the north and west (figure 69). The entrance of the restaurant, the
cafe, and the park addresses the residential area on the north.
MCA STUDENT DORM

ART
GALLERY

BREWERY

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

PARK

RESIDENTIAL
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Design Solution: Proposed Site plan
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T
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Figure 70.
Site plan
(Author)
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VE.

TOWARDS BLUFF WALK

TOWARDS MCA

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT

ON:
RY

BUTLER AVENUE

N

Design Solution: Idea and Concept
The Brewery Museum is the principal program element in the facility which binds
the other activities together. The patrons start the museum journey from the first floor

ATRIUM

atrium. Along with the beer equipment and history of the old Tennessee Brewing
Company, the building itself is the exhibit. The visitors to the Brewery Museum travel
through the entire building along the paths marked for the museum and terminate
on the fourth floor roof top sculpture garden in the third wing. The entrance to the
museum and other activities is through the four-story atrium which is accessed from
Tennessee Street on the east side.
The proposed program now accommodates a beer museum, boutique hotel, artists’

Figure71.

living and working studios, microbrewery and pub, restaurant, and sculpture garden

Diagram showing stacking of various uses and vertical circulation elements
(Author)

including a connection to Memphis College of Art Dormitory (figure 68).
Each use accommodates one or two floors which are accessed by the elevators for
vertical circulation between the different uses (figure 71). The different levels at each
wing make it important to address each separately, and wherever possible, match
the floor levels. Due to structure’s instability in the third wing new floor slabs and new
structure is added. These new floor slabs match the slab levels at wing 1 and wing 2

wing 1 wing 2

(figure 72). The different wings and levels offer the opportunity to integrate different

wing 3

uses in the building while the Beer Museum intertwines these uses.

Figure72.
Diagram showing proposed matching slab levels at different wings
(Author)
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First Floor Plan
FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Design Solution: Proposed First Floor
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Figure 73.
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(Author)
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Figure 74.
Axonometric View showing uses on the first floor
(Author)
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Second Floor Plan
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Design Solution: Proposed Second Floor
Figure 75.
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BREWERY MUSEUM
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Second Floor Plan
(Author)
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B

Figure 76.
Axonometric View showing uses
on the second floor
(Author)
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ELE.

The patrons taking the tour of the museum occupy the south/wing 1 of the brewery building. While

moving through the second floor of the museum, the visitors get a glimpse of the microbrewery
downstairs. The museum floor extends into the double height of the microbrewery to let people see
the process of beer making downstairs. The existing atrium at the southeast corner of the brewery is

NEW

exhibits various different uses on each level. The idea of this programmatic stacking allows a visual
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connection between all the different uses. The existing atrium section houses the beer tasting area
and gift shop for the museum on the second floor.
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dows of the artists’ living spaces open on the river side on the west and the downtown on the north.
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The bridge connection with the gallery across Tennessee Street is located on the east side of the
second floor.
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Third Floor Plan

Design Solution: Proposed Third Floor

Figure 77.
Third Floor Plan
(Author)

MUSEUM ELEVATOR

Figure 78.
Axonometric View showing uses on the third floor
(Author)

Third Floor

NEW

The entire third floor consists of the boutique hotel areas. At the south/wing 1, consists
of the hotel office spaces. The existing atrium at the southeast incorporates the hotel lobby.
The hotel rooms are in the third wing at the northern and western end. Like the artists’ living spaces, the hotel rooms have views of downtown and the river to the north and west
ELE.

respectively. Since the new floor slabs of the third wing match the floor levels of the first and
second wing, the original window sill and lintel heights do not match the floor slab levels. The
new floor levels are adjusted with stairs at each room to get double height windows and level
difference emphasizes where the slab touches the original brick wall. Each hotel room has
a balcony at the end which separates the new materials in the room from the existing brick
wall. The rooms on the north have a projecting row of balconies which give an unobstructed
view to the river and downtown.
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Fourth Floor Plan

Design Solution: Proposed Fourth Floor
Figure 79.
Fourth Floor Plan
(Author)

MUSEUM ELEVATOR

Figure 80.
Axonometric View showing uses on the fourth floor
(Author)

NEW

Fourth Floor
The fourth floor consists of the boutique hotel spaces in the first and second wing and sculpture
ELE.

garden and sculpture workshop in the third wing. The museum patrons arrive at this level in the first
wing and travel across the new atrium space on the bridge. The bridge ends at the sculpture garden which is the termination point for the museum. The visitors halt at the garden which has a view
of downtown and the river. The original building walls are free-standing on this level at the garden.
The current owners have braced the walls with additional supports. The openings in these brick
walls frame the views from three sides of the building. The existing facade of wing 3 at the north
(figure 18) is supported by new set of steel columns which brace the old facade and also support
the new slabs including a pool on the top floor (precedent study- figure 56).
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Fifth Floor Plan

Design Solution: Proposed Fifth Floor
Figure 81.
Fifth Floor Plan
(Author)

Figure 82.
Axonometric View showing uses on the fifth floor
(Author)

Fifth Floor
The Health Center is located on the fifth floor. This facility is independent of the hotel and artists’ living spaces, but can be accessed from both areas. This would serve as the health club for
both the residential precinct and the other uses of the building. The club accommodates a spa
room in the large volume of the original elevator tower. The third wing consists of the pool side
bar and an infinity pool overlooking the sculpture garden below and the river beyond. The Health
Center takes advantage of the views afforded by the top floor. The infinity pool and the bar as
well as the gymnasium makes this a place to experience the city. This is the point of interaction
between the residents of the city and visitors to the city.
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Building Sections
Figure 83.
Building Section
(Author)

The various uses are layered with each other with one use approximately occupying
one entire floor. The vertical stacking allows easy access points to these different uses
and also helps to segregate them to control points of access.
The existing atrium at the first wing (figure
30) on the south originally used for vertical
circulation, has different uses at all the levels (figure 85), providing visual connection
between the uses on each floor. This visual

NEW ATRIUM

connection helps the patrons to identify and
relate with the activities in the different parts
of this building. The spaces at the existing
atrium at each floor are entrance points for
Figure 84.

each use. For example, on the first floor the

Building Section
(Author)

visitor enters the brew pub. On the second

EXISTING
ATRIUM

it is the entrance into the museum, while on
the third floor it’s the entrance lobby of the
Boutique Hotel. Thus every use participates
in this unique aspect of the building and
visually connects together uses through the
existing atrium.
Figure 85.
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Sectional detail at the existing
atrium showing different uses
stacked on top of each other
(Author)
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Building Sections

SECTION DD
DETAIL AT SCULPTURE GARDEN (Figure 87)

Figure 86.
POOL BAR

Building sections through different wings in the building
(Author)
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STUDIO 1
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Design Features Addressing Old Building Elements
Sculpture Garden on the fourth floor of wing 3

Artist studio spaces and living areas

Figure 89.
Figure 87.

Detail at the Studio and living areas of the artists
(Author)

Detail at the sculpture garden
(Author)

The Beer Museum terminates at the

The artists’ living and working areas are

sculpture garden on the fourth floor of the

situated on the north side of the brewery.

third wing. This section of the building had

The north facade did not have any win-

the free standing brick walls with open-

dow openings since there was a building

ings framing the views of the river and

attached to it originally (figure 18). The

downtown (figure 24). This garden is an

fact that the existing north wall is without

extension of the artists’ sculpture work-

windows and is historically unimportant

shop adjacent to it (figures 87-88). This

facade allows for the introduction of

is an opportunity for the museum patrons

double height openings. Also, the north

to interact with the artists. Through their

side provides indirect natural light ideal

journey in the Beer Museum, the patrons

Figure 88.

for studios to have large openings on

get a glimpse of the studio spaces of the

View of the sculpture garden
(Author)

that facade. The private studios on the

artists on the first and second floors. On
the fourth level, they are physically able to

second floor overlook the public studios
on the first floor (figures 89-90).

meet and interact with the artists.
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Figure 90.
Detail at the Studio and living areas of the artists
(Author)

Design Features Addressing Old Building Elements

The Old Facade
The view from the northeast (figure 91) shows the art gallery,
which is the connection between the brewery building and the
Memphis College of Art dormitory. The gallery walls are made
of beer bottles which are symbolic of the Tennessee Brewing
Company. The bottle facade allows warm colored light inside the
gallery, similar to the interior of the Lounge at the Blatz Condo
(Precedent study Figure 60). The use of copper cladding and
beer bottles on the eastern facade is an attempt to reinterpret aspects of the Memphis industrial vernacular. The connection with
Memphis College of Art dormitory is similar to the connection of
the adjacent Lofts Building with the offices on the other side of
the Tennessee Street (figure 20).
The northern facade has double height window openings
which is in contrast to the existing facade. The double height is
also in contrast to the fenestration proportions of the building.
The large rectangular openings in the existing brick facade are
further set apart from the existing style with prominent concrete
lintels. These openings overlook the park to the north of the site.

Figure 91.

The first and second floor have double height spaces inside

Perspective from the northeast showing:
•Arts Gallery connecting with other side of the street. The walls of the gallery are made of old beer bottles.
•The new construction on the fifth floor had copper as the cladding material.
•The northern facade of the brewery building showing double height windows.
•The Artists’ studio spaces, Artists’ living spaces and the Boutique Hotel rooms on the northern facade overlooking the park at north.
(Author)

which are Artists’ Living Area on the second floor is spatially
connected with the Studio on the first floor (figure 90). The third
floor has balconies projecting out from the Boutique Hotel rooms
giving views to the river and downtown.
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Design features addressing the old building elements
The courtyard converted into four story atrium (New Atrium)

Figure 92.

Figure 93.

View of the new Atrium
from the garden
(Author)

View of the new Atrium
from fourth floor balcony
(Author)
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Design features addressing the old building elements
The courtyard converted into four story atrium (New Atrium)
The courtyard, which used to be the loading dock of the old brewery, is converted into
a four-story atrium (figure 95). The new Atrium is the common point of entrance for all the
users. The different uses in the building like the artist studio spaces, hotel lobby areas, and
the Beer Museum overlook the atrium. The bridges on the second and the fourth floors take
the patrons from one wing of the building to another while overlooking different uses. The
bridge at the second floor is suspended from the old trusses which were originally part of the
courtyard and allow the visitor to cross the atrium and engage with the existing structure. The
bridge at the fourth level is suspended from the north light roof truss at the top. While the
patrons are moving from one section of the Beer Museum to another, they get a glimpse of
the river through the glass louvers on the west side. These glass louvers have a high “heat

Figure 94.

gain coefficient” which decreases the heat transmittance. These louvers will protect the clear

View of the new Atrium
from fourth floor balcony
(Author)

glass behind that allow for the view and reflected light off the existing walls. On the fourth
floor, the bridge is intersected by an old copper beer vessel which is suspended from the
north light roof truss (precedent study- figure 66). This copper vessel is an accurate reproduction of the kind of vessel which was used to make beer in the old atrium (figure 19-wing
1).
The new atrium consists of three layers of activities. The first has entrance lobby with spill
out areas for restaurant and brew pub and reception areas of the facility. The second layer
consists of the existing rusted trusses and the museum bridge being suspended from that.
The patina on the existing trusses is left untouched which reflects its age. The third layer is
the new roof truss and the bridge which enters the sculpture garden on the fourth floor.
Figure 95.
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View of the original courtyard
(Author)

Building Elevations
The original window openings are retained on the east and the south side. There were instances where more openings were needed to accommodate rooms inside. The new openings are
capped by rectangular lintels. The northern facade was without fenestration originally since a section of the original building was attached to it until 1993. This gave an opportunity of opening the
entire facade to the city with double height glazing. The west facade has an operable louvre system for the four-story atrium. The material on the new walls is copper panels which reflects the patina
phenomenon of the copper to change color with time, similar to the copper panels used in the Utah Museum of Natural History (figure 62). The copper panels used in the Utah Museum of Natural
History have changed its color from light copper to darker brown to greenish from the year it was built. The new wall is recessed behind the original to separate the planes of two different materials
and also avoid weak water proofing joints where they come together.
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Building Elevations
(Author)

Chapter 11:
Conclusion
This thesis attempts to bring back the spirit of the Tennessee Brewery through adaptive reuse. The proposed
design is an attempt to revive the importance of its architecture from the last century which still stands apart
from the city’s currently built environment. The beautiful Romanesque Revival architecture of the building is a
treasure to be preserved, because the distinctiveness of the building cannot be replicated. Through the years
when the brewery was functioning and left vacant, the architecture has adapted itself with changing times. The
building today has marks of the people who have used the building in some way, like the trespassers who have
painted the walls with graffiti. Along with its history of how the building worked in past years, the traces from
when it was left empty is just as important. The structure that stands today narrates this history of the building
and is part of the living history of the city.
To keep this story going for future generations and to enlighten them with the splendor of this architecture,
the new program is proposed in which the visitors have opportunities to interact with the building. The most
important aspect of the proposed design is that the different uses like the hotel, museum, brew pub and artists
studios are public where citizens and tourists can experience the grandeur and history of the old building. Using
an existing building allows opportunities for experiencing historical elements and suggest ways of designing new
functions that incorporate the experience that would not be seen in a new building. The museum is the center
piece which connects the different uses together and allows people to the experience old and new. The museum
starts from the new Atrium and travels through the building terminating on the fourth floor. Different public uses
are both woven together and in direct physical contact with the spatial and material aspects of the existing building. Thus combining historical elements and experience with new uses allows users to experience the building
while retrofitting for new uses.
The design proposal includes the vacant lot across the street which shares the history of the original brewery.
It strengthens the new uses in the existing building and the entire facility works together as the “revitalization” of
the Tennessee Brewery precinct.
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